
Classic 21
Protecting your home against the British weather



Classic 21
Protects and transforms the appearance of your home

Across the UK, thousands of properties are beautifully weatherproofed 

against the damaging effects of sun, acid rain, frost and snow with Andura 

Classic 21. This high performance textured masonry treatment protects 

external walls and obliterates surface defects to dramatically enhance the 

appearance of your home. Applied by specialists, the installation eliminates 

the need for frequent re-painting.

The Benefits of Classic 21

Classic 21 is many times thicker than conventional 
paint and its unique textured finish helps conceal 
surface imperfections, repair or restoration work 
to ensure uniform results of lasting beauty.

The system resists rain penetration whilst still 
allowing the walls of your home to breathe, 
reducing problems traditionally associated with 
water such as cracking, spalling and delamination.
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Water-resistant but breathable
Classic 21 is the ideal solution for protecting homes that are 
exposed to severe, adverse weather conditions.

As shown in the diagram below, Classic 21 not only creates a 
water-resistant barrier around your home, but it still allows 
water vapour to ‘breathe’ out, helping keep your home warm 
and dry.
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Due to the limitations of the printing process these colours 
are not an exact match. Please refer to the colour samples.

16 Architectural Colours
Classic 21 is available in 16 carefully chosen, beautiful, 
architectural colours that will transform you home.
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The Process

Masking up
Great care is taken to 
protect doors, windows, 
paths and surrounding 
areas including  plants, 
bushes and lawns. Doors 
and windows are masked 
up with tape and heavy-duty 
paper. Surrounding areas are 
protected with polythene and 
dust-sheets. 

(Examples of the main processes, some of 
which may not apply to all installations)

Will Not Chip, Flake  
or Peel

Ordinary paints soon become 
brittle and this quite often results 
in chipping, flaking and peeling. 
Andura Classic 21, when applied 
to correctly prepared surfaces 
in accordance with Andura’s 
recommendations, remains flexible 
and will not chip, flake or peel.

Long Lasting

Andura Classic 21 is a high 
performance coating that eliminates 
the need for frequent repainting and 
maintenance of exterior walls.

Mould Resistant

Ordinary paints quickly lose their 
resistance to mould and algae. 
Andura Classic 21 contains 
fungicides resulting in mould and 
algae resistance.

Alkali Resistant

All cementitious surfaces contain 
alkali and this can soon break 
down conventional paint. The 
Andura Classic 21 System has 
resistance to alkali.

Resists Acid Rain, 
Chemical Attack and 
Pollution

Classic 21 has excellent resistance 
to acid rain and resists the 
penetration of carbon dioxide which 
can cause carbonation, a process 
which damages reinforced concrete.

Preparation
All dirt, mould, algae and 
loose paint is removed 
by power-washing, 
wirebrushing, scraping or 
other mechanical methods. 
Where appropriate, surfaces 
are treated with Andura 
Biocide. This is strongly 
recommended in areas 
where organic growth has 
been removed.

Restoration and 
Repair Work
The next stage is to repair 
all damaged and worn 
surfaces, reinstating missing 
masonry, brick or mortar with 
the appropriate materials. 
Damaged render is removed 
and all cracks hacked out. 
Great care is taken towards 
minimising the visibility of the 
repair. Previously unpainted 
brickwork can be bag-rubbed 
with an SBR mortar mix to 
disguise imperfections whilst 
retaining the natural brick 
line appearance.

Primer or Slushcoat
Andura’s Classic Primer 
and Classic Slush are high 
performance base coats 
designed to be used on 
masonry surfaces and 
should be applied prior 
to the final application of 
Classic 21. This provides 
excellent adhesion for the 
top coat, preventing de-
lamination and ensures the 
best  weatherproofed result.

Application
Andura Classic 21 is applied 
to walls using specialist spray 
equipment, at a minimum 
rate of 1.2 litres to every 
square metre. The result is 
a textured finish that helps 
conceal any repair work and 
dries to a beautiful uniform 
finish

Please see the Andura 
technical data sheet for full 
details of application and 
preparation requirements.

More High Performance Benefits 

Each step of the process is carried out by Andura registered contractors.

Weatherproof and 
Microporous

Andura Classic 21 stops water 
penetrating through the wall. 
Water vapour inside external walls 
can pass out through the Andura 
Classic 21 coating, allowing the 
walls to breathe and reducing 
problems caused by weather and 
water such as cracking, spalling and 
delamination.

Colour Stability

Ordinary paints soon fade, discolour 
and become badly stained. Light-fast 
pigments of the highest quality are 
used in Andura Classic 21 ensuring 
good colour stability on exposure 
to sunlight. Andura Classic 21 
texture level is carefully controlled 
to avoid excessive dirt retention. An 
occasional wash down with a garden 
hose is recommended.

Specialist Application

To ensure the Andura Classic 21 
System is applied in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s 
guidelines, Andura Coatings have 
comprehensive technical support 
available for their registered 
contractors.


